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Justice Mbuyiseli Madlanga Tembeka Ngcukaitobi SC

2020 marks the 10th anniversary of residential 
advocacy training courses provided by the GCB 

for its members. Over the past decade, the Wallenberg Centre in 
Stellenbosch has played host to intermediate and advanced trial 
advocacy courses, courses on how to handle expert witnesses 
and a somewhat unique course on legal writing and reasoning 
(with a healthy dose of philosophy and logic thrown in – much 
to the discomfort of a number of participants!).

Whilst there have previously been courses which contained 
elements of appellate advocacy, this year saw a new course 
added to the GCB’s advocacy training arsenal. Anna Annandale 
SC, the National Convenor of Advocacy Training, together 
with a committed team comprising judges and advocates 
from around the world created the first dedicated advanced 
appellate advocacy training course, which was introduced to 
huge acclaim.

Focusing purely on applications for leave to appeal and the 
appeals themselves, the course provided an almost equal focus 
on written and oral appellate advocacy skills.

The faculty that came together to teach on this course has 
rightly been described as one of the best of its kind. Apart 
from a modest quota of juniors, the faculty comprised Judges 
and Silks from across the world who either took time out of 
their recess (the South African bunch) or escaped winter in the 

Northern Hemisphere (the, well, Northern Hemisphere bunch) 
or came from Hong Kong and surrounds (to have some peace 
and quiet in South Africa).

Participants ranged in experience from five to 20 years’ 
call and had the almost unique opportunity to learn from and 
practise with the best in their field in how to argue appeals and 
how best to advance their case. The schedule was intense and 
punishing and included talks by the likes of Wallis JA on the 
power	of	Heads	of	Argument	and	Unterhalter	J,	as	well	as	by	
overseas faculty. Legal logic and philosophy made a welcome 
return, presented by Dr Jason Werbeloff who had participants 
grappling with fallacies (with an “f ”!!), straw men and the 
dawning realization that logic and law perhaps should develop 
a closer relationship in the future!

Participants were lucky to be addressed by Justice 
Madlanga of the Constitutional Court on what judges of that 
august body expect when matters are argued before them, as 
well as by Tembeka Ngcukaitobi on handy hints for arguing 
appeals.

As always, the course culminated in an epic Gala Dinner. 
The chair of the International Advocacy Training Council, 

Brendan Siva from Malaysia, gave the keynote address about 
the place of advocacy training in our respective jurisdictions 
and how blessed the South African bar is not only to have 
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access to these courses but also to trainers whose commitment 
to training is unrivalled. Brendan paid rightful tribute to 
Annandale SC and her team for the fortune of work put into 
training on an ongoing basis, at a great impact to their own 
practices and family lives.

Mr. Justice Russell Coleman from the Hong Kong High 
Court had the crowd in stitches with his after-dinner address 
on how he learned to become a judge, and how to identify 
the various kinds of advocates. My personal favourite was the 
‘Solar Advocate’, who was described as being very bright, but 
miles away from Planet Earth (and, yes, we all know the kind of 
colleague described!).

Entertainment was provided by Rogers J and his 
international supporting act who debuted their version of 
Twinkle Twinkle Little Star and an equally robust performance by 
those brave participants who treated the crowd to their version 
of Another Brick In The Wall. 

Whatever your level of seniority or area of practice, there 
is no excuse for missing out on these courses. The GCB offers 
courses at every level and not only commits vast resources to 
presenting the courses, but also secures faculty that is literally 
world-class. If doing justice means doing the very best job 
possible for our clients, we all need this training and can all find 
something from which to benefit. See you at the next one!

Gauteng participants and faculty Judge David Unterhalter (Gauteng High Court) speaking on appellate 
advocacy

Master of Ceremonies Keabetswe Mokotedi (JSA)

Benny Makola SC (JSA), Judge Sharise Weiner (Gauteng 
high court) and Robert Low from Malaysia

Ka Wong, secretary general of the International 
Advocacy Training Council. Judge Trevor Gorven (KZN 
High Court) and Robert Low from Malaysia
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